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lthough slime molds fascinate geneticists, they have no commercial value. Mushrooms, on the other
hand, are big business. In the 20102011 growing season, mushroom
farming in the United States expanded by approximately 8 percent
from the previous year and raked in
more than 1 billion dollars. Yet, as
with most agricultural endeavors,
species diversity in such crop farming, as well as in commercial “wild”
harvesting, remains extremely limited. The Pacific Northwest Fungi
o experience a jaunt in the woods as
photographer Machel Spence does, Database estimates that as many as
20,000 species of fungi live in the
one would need to scrape, wiggle,
region comprising Alaska, British
and worm over evergreen trees’ roots
Columbia, Idaho, Montana, Orand through mossy thickets, with an
egon, and Washington,
eyeball to the elfin. She’s
but only 5,000 have
developed a kind of sixth
been documented.
sense for finding fungi
The forest floor would
and slime molds, be it an
certainly be a differorange eyelash cup blinkent place without such
ing out from wet bark or
organisms regulating
a fluorescent “dog vomit”
bacterial populations
plasmodium—an amorand soil content. Trees,
phous, amoeba-like stage
Marasmiellus candidus
in particular, have strong
in the slime mold life
symbiotic relationship
cycle—creeping around.
Most days Spence devotes three hours with their mycorrhiza, or fungal root
partners. The latter are far better at
to such forest-floor spelunking in the
absorbing nutrients such as phosphate
135-acre Lincoln Park on the Puget
Sound, near her home in West Seattle. and even water, which they pass along
to the trees in exchange for basic sugSlime molds, once classified with
ars. Fungi are also excellent at absorbfungi, are among the many lineages
ing heavy metals, but these they trap
of “simple” organisms whose linkages continue to stymie taxonomists. in their own tissues, allowing trees to
survive in contaminated areas.
Macro or micro, in all cases they reThat’s why Spence never harvests
produce by way of spores. The three
the mushrooms she observes around
species pictured on the previous two
metro Seattle. There’s too much
pages belong to the myxomycetes
group and have all finished their feed- mercury and lead from old paper
mills and other industries to warrant
ing stage, chowing down on detritus
beheading the morels, chanterelles,
and bacteria, and have entered into
the fruiting-body stage, ready to send and boletuses. Better she should feast
her eyes, and ours.
out spores.
Gilled mushroom
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Photographer and fungi-lover Machel Spence began focusing
her lens on the mycological world in 2008, when she accompanied her daughter on a school trip to Mount Ranier National
Park and came across a massive edible mushroom. She frequently contributes to Fungi magazine, and donates a percentage of
the sales of her book, Pushing Up Earth (Blurb Press, 2011), to
the nonprofit publication. To see more of her images, pay a visit
to www.spencephotography.com.
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